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43

M o t o r Ya c h t

Take 43 feet of versatility, add in copious amounts
of luxury, and multiply by unlimited destination possibilities, and you’ve got the
newest formula for yachting pleasure.
Carver introduces the new 43 Motor Yacht, a brilliant solution for those who divide
their leisure time between self-indulgence and gracious hospitality.
With added dimensions in comfort, the new 43 readdresses our popular en suite cabin
concept to offer enhanced privacy features while keeping common ground for
entertaining. It starts by ensuring the right ratio between private space and areas for
all-out activity. Two, quiet stateroom retreats remain separated by the entire length
of the yacht, with a spacious shared living area stretched out between them.
Throughout the intelligent floor plan you’ll find Carver’s signature talent for cleverly
addressing stowage. There’s abundant storage at every turn, all creatively positioned
to maximize space and enhance onboard livability.
New, welcome exterior design features also rate brilliantly. The 43’s innovative
window styling is both striking and practical, letting in desired light and offering
great views. And the 43’s decking versatility provides often-needed docking options.
With family or good friends, on long or short excursions, however you measure
enjoyment, there’s now one new way to sum up the ultimate yachting experience—
the new 43 Motor Yacht.
S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

4 3 M O T O R YA C H T

LOA (w/platform)
Beam
Draft
Diesel Engines
Fuel System (twin inboards)
Waste System
Water System
Weight (w/fuel and water)
Gas Engines
Fuel System (twin inboards)
Waste System
Water System
Weight (w/fuel and water)
Cabin Headroom
Sleeps

49'2"
14'2"
42"

14,99 m
4,32 m
1,07 m

580 U.S. gals.
75 U.S. gals.
90 U.S. gals.
35,811 lbs.

2196 liters
284 liters
341 liters
16244 kg

400 U.S. gals.
127 U.S. gals.
150 U.S. gals.
34,723 lbs.
6'10"
4 (5 optional)

1514 liters
481 liters
568 liters
15750 kg
2,08 m

(All specifications and measurements are approximate.)
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HELM
Lay eyes on the 43’s beautiful helm and you’re immediately captivated. Lay hands on
her wheel, and you’re hooked for good. With accessibly smart instrumentation and
twin-engine power, no captain will be able to resist the lure of open waters. And
when complemented by the fully wraparound windshield and an adjustable helm
seat, this motor yacht gives new meaning to the phrase joy ride.

BRIDGE
For a command bridge that commands attention, look no further than the new 43. It
starts with a stylish lounge that hides ample storage beneath and offers seating to
accommodate up to four adults. An additional companion seat flanks the captain’s
chair providing the ultimate vantage point. When it’s time for refreshments, the
generous molded counter and shelf present the perfect staging area for a casual lunch
or pre-dinner appetizers.
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AFT DECK
Pursue everything without sacrificing a single thing on this remarkably inviting aft
deck. Whether you prefer to tie up and tailgate with the optional LCD TV, or wine
and dine with the essential wet bar, every pursuit is accommodated in grand style here.
From the command bridge, an integral stairway leads to this always-popular
entertainment spot. It boasts a welcome hardtop that covers the entire deck, along
with overhead recessed lighting. Two wing doors provide easy access to either side
deck, and another door leads into the salon—that is, if you can ever tear yourself
away from this impossibly comfortable lounge. It’s both luxurious and restful, with
seating for six adults and plentiful storage underneath.

43
COCKPIT
No weekend on the water would be complete without aquatic toys, and the 43’s
cockpit and boarding platform provide all the necessary room to play. An optional
hydraulic swim platform takes the fun even further. And when activities wind down,
the cockpit also serves as the perfect backdrop for quieter moments. Its large aft
cabin door from the master stateroom allows for relaxed sunrise or sunset viewings.
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SALON / GALLEY / DINETTE
Most yachters have a natural instinct for entertaining, and the 43’s large and open salon easily accommodates whatever
you and your guests have in mind. The high-quality entertainment group can either set the music mood for fine dining or
take center stage on movie night. It includes a 20" LCD TV/DVD and AM/FM stereo with CD and satellite radio. The
salon’s two exceptionally comfortable chairs are complemented by a sofa that’s available either with storage beneath, with
a foldout bed, or configured to include two reclining seats within the sofa.

43

The well-equipped galley is full of “additives and preservatives”—added conveniences that preserve your free time. Like
granite-style countertops for easy cleanup, and all the necessary appliances to expedite meal preparations. They include a
built-in microwave/convection oven, smooth-top range, recessed coffeemaker, and an upright refrigerator/freezer. And
plentiful storage puts cookware and provisions out of sight and still easily within reach.
Of course, there’s additional storage hidden beneath the generous dinette bench seats. Whether breakfast, lunch, or
dinner, the comfortable dinette aims to please by gracing diners on either side with a view to both sky and water.
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MASTER STATEROOM
Now this is an aft cabin that puts the “mmmmm” in master stateroom. Elegant designer décor
provides a distinct regal touch, while the double island berth furthers the royal treatment.
There are ample storage drawers, nine in all, along with eight cabinets and eight shelves, all
awash in gleaming cherry wood, as well as two cedar-lined lockers. Opposite the berth is a
versatile vanity complete with seating, mirror, outlets, and telephone connector, letting you
either keep up appearances or keep up with the office.
Indulgence continues in the private master head. Behind the solid cherry door lies a well-lit
space featuring a beautiful vanity with integral sink and a separate shower stall.

VIP STATEROOM
Equally inviting is the forward VIP stateroom adorned in its own divine décor. What
guest could resist the double, offset berth surrounded by ambient light and refreshing
breezes, courtesy of the overhead hatch and portholes? The forward head boasts
two solid cherry doors, one from the galley and the other from the stateroom. For
added privacy, the forward shower is located in, and accessed solely from inside
the stateroom.

From helm to hull, aft deck to aft cabin, the new 43 Motor Yacht
is truly an exceptional number. Its countless features, master handcraftsmanship,
and first-rate amenities offer a new, indisputable dimension in luxury.
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